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University Microfilms International
"Of the 106 letters meticulously reprinted here, 77 were written to the poet, who was especially fond of this younger brother and proud of his very solid success as a civil engineer. The editors' introduction deftly fills in the background, points up the significance of this family correspondence, and draws some fruitful implications. Critics as well as biographers will have to use this volume and may, as a result, perceive the poet a shade more realistically and relate him more strongly to extra-literary concerns."—American Literature

"In addition to the aid it may give to scholars who to date incidents in the life of Walt Whitman or to establish the concern members of the Whitman family felt for one another, the correspondence of 'Jeff' Whitman is attractive in itself... Footnotes and a helpful introduction clarify references in the letters. Recommended for general readers as well as for Whitman collections."

—Library Journal

Illustrated, $27.50

The Kent State University Press
Kent, Ohio 44242
WAL is the unique scholarly journal devoted to the study of the literature of the American west.

A publication of the Western Literature Association, *Western American Literature* has, since 1966, provided its readers with informative and interesting articles by western scholars as well as substantial book review and notes sections.

Applications for membership ($12.00 yearly which includes subscription) or subscription alone ($10.00 per year for individuals, $20.00 for institutions) should be sent to:

*Western American Literature*
UMC 32
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322

Single copies and back issues from Volume I, Number 1 are available at $2.50 for individuals, $5.00 for institutions each at the above address.
The SOLITARY SINGER
A Critical Biography of Walt Whitman

GAY WILSON ALLEN
With a new Preface

No genuine competitor to Allen's monumental biography of Walt Whitman has emerged since it was first published. In the words of Justin Kaplan, it "remains indispensable and has set the standard for all subsequent Whitman scholarship."

"For thirty years [The Solitary Singer] has been the standard life. Now, in this paperback edition, it can be welcomed by a new generation of readers." — Malcolm Cowley

Paper $15.95 640 pages
11 b&w illustrations

The University of CHICAGO Press
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New York June 26 pm

Dear John W. Sula

I got in all right before sundown — Still keep well. Of all the better for my So. Bus trips — & the berries, &c.

— Yesterday went on a sail down the bay to Sand Hook with some Sorosis Ladies — a real sea sail, sea breeze &c. — I went up in the pilot house most of the time with the pilot had dinner on board

— I enjoyed it but was pretty tired

— Shall stay here a few days longer — find it hard to get away — John I send you a clip cut from the [Blank] —